




The term, culture shock, was intro-
duced for the first time in 1958 to 
describe the anxiety produced when 
a person moves to a completely new 
environment. This term expresses 
the lack of direction, the feeling of 
not knowing what to do or how to do 
things in a new environment, and not 
knowing what is appropriate or inap-
propriate. The feeling of culture 
shock generally sets in after the 
first few weeks of coming to a new 
place. 

We can describe culture shock as 
the physical and emotional discom-
fort one suffers when coming to live 
in another country or a place differ-
ent from the place of origin. Often, 
the way that we lived before is not 
accepted as or considered as normal 

in the new place. Everything is dif-
ferent, for example, not speaking 
the language, not knowing how to 
use banking machines, not knowing 
how to use the telephone and so 

forth. 
The symptoms of cultural shock can 
appear at different times. Although, 
one can experience real pain from 
culture shock; it is also an opportu-
nity for redefining one's life objec-
tives. It is a great opportunity for 
leaning and acquiring new perspec-
tives. Culture shock can make one 
develop a better understanding of 
oneself and stimulate personal cre-
ativity.
Culture shock is one of the major 
causes of depression on University 
first year students studying out-
side of their home area. Long term 
depression can be caused by not 
getting to grips with culture shock. 
This is my primary fear about going 
to university. What if I don’t fit in? 
What if I don’t make friends? I 

reckon I’ll be fine but I need to get 
there and experience it before I’ll 
feel any better.



Why are we resorting to making a magazine 

about this? Sheer graphic shock no longer 

works, on almost any level, at least 

publishable. Shock comes from within us, as 

a source of fear but also desire. 



Yup, blood is thicker than 
water. It’s also exactly the 
same temperature as your 
body so having a rather 
large amount of it run 
down your arm IS FREKY!
I say this from experience.



[ Soon I will be leaving this ]

5 year old bag ^

sketchbook #15 ^

Pillow ^ Bed ^

Cabinet ^

Stapler ^
Joystick ^

Backup Keyboard ^

Power Supply ^ Cables on the Floor ^
Cable going to Stereo ^

Bluetooth headset ^

^ Climbing Bag
^ Laundry Bag (never emptied)

^ Prospectus Mountain

^ Guitar Case

^ Duvet on Floor

Porn Poster ^

Poster from Prague ^

Dali Poster ^

2nd Dali Poster ^

Computer ^

Screen ^

Sound Gear ^

Desklamp ^

Ace chair ^

Breakout box ^

Window ^

Upper Window ^

Flyers from ‘Time’ ^

Postcards ^

^ Work Cloths

^ Photograph of Me

^ More Posters

^ BB Gun Target

^ Framed Butterflys

^ Leather Jacket

^ Window

^ Upper Window

Scanner ^

^ Warning Sign

^ Draws

^ Bottles

^ Shelves

^ Lots of junk on window ledge ^ Door



Stereogram: A graphic symbol with the appearance of three dimensions.

Hold the page about two feet away square to your face. Look at the two white dots. Cross your eyes so they both blur. Cross 
your eyes far enough for the two dots to become three dots. Look down at the image below the third dot. This image should 
appear to be in 3d.

The above image is a magic eye. It works in a similar but in an annoyingly more complex way to the stereogram on the other 
page. They take longer to make, are harder to get right and don’t give you as nicer 3d image but they are so much more 
mystifying. I couldn’t have one without the other.
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Why does my leg 
kick out every 
time I’m about to 
fall asleep and 
wake me up?
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Why does my leg kick out 
every time I’m about to fall 
asleep and wake me up?
I am completely self suffi-
cient, am fully integrated 
into the culture established 
for and around me. As if!
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